1.. Introduction
Por a positivp intpgpr n and a sel K of posithT integers, a 2-(71" K, 1) desWfl cOllHist.s of a sd X of n poinls and a family A of HuhHds 0(' X, called blocks, so tbat IAI E K for pvery A E .4, and pvery f;ubset {x, /-1} of Lwo pointf; in X is conlained in a unique member of' A. These may also be called pwin1!ise balanced designs (PBDs) with block sizes iII K.
We use a(K) for t,bp gcd (great,esl common dhcisor) of {k -1 k F-1q and tJ( 1() for lhe f!:cd of {k( k -L): k E' J(}. lL is known. see [41, that 2-( n, 1(, 1) desi?,ns exisl for all integers n that, arc sutr-kipntly large wilh rCHpect to K ami sllch lhai n -1 == 0 (mod n(K)), (1.1) n(n--l).~U (mod/3(K)).
T1Jese congruence:> are necessary conditions for Uw exi:>t.cnce of a 2-(71" K, 1) design for any n.
TllP following theorem was proved by Colbourn and Riidl in [21.
THEOT-tEM 1. n -1 == () (mod 0'(9)), n(n -I) =:: 0 (mod /;1(9)).
Th(~ congruences (1.2) are rwcessary conditions for the exiSLence of Q-designs on n points for any n. In general, if thef(~ (xists a 9-decomposition of II, then 
Proof of Theorem 1.3
As in Section 2, we lL.'le the fact that if we have an A··decomposition VB of each graph 13 E 5, and a 5-decomposition of a graph H, then we naturally obtain an A-decomposition V of H, namely D~ U DB.
BEB
Let A E A and suppose that for every vertex x of a graph B E 5, the ratio of the number of copies of A in VB that contain x to the total number of graph in VB that contain x is within ~ of a number p. Then for every vertex y of 11, the ratio of t.he number of copies of A in V that contain y to the total number of graph in V that contain y is within ~ of p.
It is sufficient to prove Theorem 1.3 in the case that. the Pi'S are rational numbers, and we may also assume that they are positive. Suppose t.haj, Pi = silt (with a common denominat.or t, and where Si > 0 for all i) and that t is large enough so that lit < E.
Let 1£'i be the number of vertices of G. i . Let J be the edge disjoint union of CS;j1£'i copies of 0", i "". 1) 2, ... , t, where C ? 2 is an integer chosen so that Cs;ju; is an integer for each i.
Label the vertices of J with positive integers in the range from l to N for some integer N so that. the absolute values of the differences of the labels on adjacent vertices are distinct. For example, an (inefficient) way to do this is to use labels 2°, 21, 2 2 , •.. , 2 V "" 1 in any order, where v is the number of verticru of J; here N "" 
From a £-design, we obtain a Q-design using the Q-decompositions of L; described above. for any point y, the proportion of copies of G i among the graphs in the Q-decomposition that contain y will be within f of Pi.
We claim that []
